Dialogue Days 2020
* Only colored boxes are live sessions - everything else is available whenever you have time
* Times are Central European Summer Time (CEST) - for Bogotá, Colombia pls. calculate -7h

Monday July 6th
9:00am

Slack goes live! Login as you are available to access the welcome note and additional resources
*now until the end of the event, RiConfigure team members will be available on Slack to assist you

3pm-4:45pm

Kick-off Session and Collaboration Session Monday (ZOOM)
Welcome and introduction by the Project Coordination
Short survey: Get to know each other
*Johannes Starkbaum (IHS, AT): Building structure to foster collaborative innovation
The first input session will include RiConfigure's findings on the importance of building structure to foster collaborative innovation
in Open Innovation or Quadruple Helix Collaborations.
Zoom breakout groups: practitioner and policymaker perspectives

5:00pm

New Slack material:
Videos: Elias Carayannis (GWU, US) on Quadruple Helix and Gerry Salole (EFC, BE) on civil society engagement
RiConfigure student project video
Questions and discussion points from breakout sessions

Tuesday July 7th
9:00am

Slack: Key insights from previous day and impressions so far

10:00am on

Slack: Moderators facilitate discussion of practioner and policymaker for solution oriented output

3pm-4:45pm

Collaboration Session Tuesday (ZOOM)
*Kathrine Collin Hagen (DBT, DK) and Francisco A. Gonzáles Estay (ACAC, CO): Engaging civil society
Brief input on RiConfigure's findings based on our field work on engaging civil society in innovation processes. The focus in this
session is on the challenges and tools of including civil society actors 
Zoom breakout groups: practioner and policymaker interactive whiteboard sessions

Wrap-up and summary in Zoom

Wednesday July 8th
9:00am

Slack: Key insights from previous day and impressions so far

10:00am on

Slack: Moderators facilitate discussion of practioner and policymaker for solution oriented output

3pm-4:45pm

Collaboration Session Wednesday (ZOOM)
* Alfonso Alfonsi (FAO, IT) and Claudia Colonnello (FAO, IT): Governance and external impacts on innovation
The final input of RiConfigure's finding will conventrate on governance and external impacts on innovation collaborations.
The challenges for Quadruple Helix Collaborations are not only rooted in the collaboration process but can be influenced
by factors such as funding ecosystems and values, expectations and influences from outside the collaboration
Zoom breakout groups: practioner and policymaker interactive whiteboard sessions
Wrap-up and summary in Zoom

Thursday July 9th
9:00am

Slack: Key insights from previous day and impressions so far

10:00am on

Slack: Moderators facilitate discussion of practioner and policymaker for solution oriented output

3:00pm-5:00 pm

Round Table: Collaborative innovation in times of COVID-19 and summary of the event (ZOOM)
* Robert Braun (IHS, AT)
In the final session of the Dialogue Days we will discuss the question: Is QH innovation even more important in times of
crisis? Keynote by Elias Carayannis (GWU, US), followed by a Round Table Discussion with active audience:
* Vincent Blok, WU (NL) | Claudia Falkinger, ÖBB (AT) | Alex Roberts, OECD OPSI (FR) | María Villaveces, ACAC (CO)
Summary of the event
Summary of Dialogue Days' findings and co-creation workshops
Space to reflect for all participants, next steps and farewell

Friday July 10th
10am-11am

11:30am

Zoom guest session by OECD OPSI: 'COVID-19 - Government after Shock'
“What do we want to add to the global dialogue in 2020?”
Dialogue session facilitated by the OECD Observatory of Public Sector Innovation on key insights from the week

Slack: Looking back and moving forward
Final comments and visualizations from the RiConfigure Team
Feedback by participants
Outlook on output of the event (e.g., policy brief and best practices)

Color blocks are live
sessions
*Slack drop-in reminder

